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MDM Dreyer procures and supplies nuts, dried fruits and semi-finished products for the worldwide food industry. The company, located in Muri, Switzerland, has established itself as the supplier of small and large companies with
niche products and a comprehensive range of services.
MDM Dreyer is recognized as the specialist in the procurement of raw materials
for demanding and quality conscious customers, including manufacturers of chocolate, muesli, biscuit, ice cream, yoghurts, baking products as well as processing
companies such as fruit extract producers. Our customers are located in Switzerland, Germany, Austria, France and several other countries, whereas our suppliers
are from around the globe.
MDM Dreyer works without warehouses, guaranteeing fresh and on time delivery of the ordered goods directly from the supplier to the customer.
The management of MDM Dreyer has the following motto: “Delivering food ingredients is a matter of trust. We know our suppliers and customers personally and
are committed to the success of your business”
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MDM Dreyer: Organization chart

Mirjam OesterleDreyer
Owner and CEO

Marco Christener
Controller

Simona Langenegger

Annette Ryser

Nicole Regazzoni

Simone Luginbühl

Key Account Manager

Key Account Manager

Key Account Manager

Key Account Manager

MDM Dreyer supports the following charitable activities:
•

MDM Dreyer supports a program of drug prevention for children.

•

MDM is engaged in supporting mentally and physically handicapped persons
in our region.
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MDM Dreyer: Our history
Max, Mirjam and Vreny Dreyer founded MDM Dreyer AG in May 1997 with
the headquarters in Muri bei Bern. Since the establishment of the family business, we have established ourselves as the trusted supplier to some of the
biggest and recognized processors in various domains of the food industry and
retail. The second generation with Mirjam and Martin Oesterle focusses on
highest product quality as well as long-term relationships to suppliers and customers.
Together with her father, Max Dreyer, Mirjam jointly took care of the daily activities of these rapidly trading ingredients. Already in the first year of business,
the company managed to generate a positive financial result.
Over the years both Max and Mirjam Dreyer spent time in various countries to
learn their language and culture. Furthermore, through their experiences in dealing
with fresh produce (fruits and vegetable) for Migros and Coop they have gathered
valuable experience and understanding of delivery lead times of perishable merchandise. There are many anecdotes and milestones, of which the exact dates have
not been noted. One milestone that is worth mentioning, and highlights the innovation of MDM Dreyer, is that Max Dreyer was the first supplier to use EURO Pallets in Switzerland and since then this has become the standard. He was an absolute pioneer in the import of dried fruits and nuts.
In March 2007, Martin Oesterle joined MDM Dreyer and in
2008, he was nominated to the board of directors. In 2008,
married to Mirjam Dreyer, Martin took over the management of the company as their son Diego was born.
During the period from January 2008 until December 2011
Martin Oesterle took over the operational management of
the company. Prior to having joined MDM Dreyer Martin
was in various technical and leadership positions for a world-leading supplier of
telecommunications equipment in several countries. Mirjam has since returned
and since January 2012, she is again the CEO
President of the management board until 2014 was Mr. Peter Härtsch. Today Martin has taken over the role as president.
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MDM Dreyer: The Person
Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer has been involved in the food sector
since childhood. In the 1970’s Max Dreyer was already establishing a network of suppliers for food ingredients, on which
MDM Dreyer can still count on today! Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer
is still fascinated about the liveliness of the food sector:
“Every season and crop is different. “It’s all about natural products, marketing trends and customer wishes.” Mirjam is fluent
in 5 languages, German, English, French, Italian and Spanish.
Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer is a practical person and therefore she decided to do an
apprenticeship in the travel industry, rather than academic studies. To further develop her language skills and cultural awareness Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer spent several summers working at various hotels and winters she spent as ski instructor in St.
Moritz.
In 1995, it is by coincidence that Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer was given the opportunity
to take over the representation of a bakery decoration hereby joining the same domain in which her father Max Dreyer was active. Through perseverance and commitment, never ending working days that started at 3am, practical experience gathered with bakers and confectioners around the world, Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer managed to establish herself as a young successful woman in this male dominated domain.
In 2000, and with no understanding from her father, Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer decided to gain more experience on the customer side of the business.
From 2000 to 2003, she was responsible for the Export activities as Division Manager Marketing and Sales at Swiss Dairy Food, Emmi Suisse at the time. Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer was the youngest and the only female member of the leadership team
that was comprised of 200 people. Due to these circumstances, Mirjam was required to excel at her job and did the two extra-occupational export manager
courses hereby attaining a federal certification.
At the end of 2003, Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer purchased the company from her father
and step in as CEO. In the spring of 2003 she began a further educational development attaining the BBA in 2005 and an Executive MBA degree in 2009 from GSBA in
Horgen, Zurich.
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Quality and Freshness
Quality has always been the main imperative at MDM Dreyer. This value is of utmost importance in our times. Every customer receives the required quality of
goods at the fairest price. MDM Dreyer can provide their customers with the goods
that are fresher and with longer shelf life, because we do not have warehouses in
which these get stored. Our suppliers work the products on customer order only,
making our supplied goods the freshest on the market with a “Just in Time” delivery.

Services
While MDM Dreyer works as a trader within the EU, the palette of services provided in Switzerland comprises of the following services:
Sourcing of goods from around the world
Long-term relationships with exclusive suppliers
Sourcing of clearly specified and specialized goods
Executing market research for suppliers wishing to enter the German speaking
regions
Easier supplier management (only one vendor for multiple origins)
MDM Dreyer manages scheduling and delivery for annual frame agreements
MDM Dreyer provides a complete supply chain, from factory ramp to production facility. (Including all the necessary certificates, customs documentation,
etc)
Unique procurement service for the supply for small quantities (as of one pallet)
with short delivery lead times.
Quality assurance and guarantee
We use accredited labs to guarantee food safety standards. (UFAG, SQTS, IFM,
Eurofins,…)
Traceability of all delivered goods is also part of the service package
USP
The slim corporate structure and excellent internal communication makes MDM
Dreyer very agile and flexible with rapid decision taking. This allows us to always
be a „nut ahead” which is highly appreciated amongst our customers, suppliers
and partners.
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At MDM Dreyer, we take certification and declaration very seriously, for that
reason, we cannot provide Fairtrade Certificates for goods coming from countries where this is not required, nor do we provide Swissness for exotic fruits
and nuts.

Everything we do at MDM Dreyer is based upon ethical and moral standards as well as respect for our environment and all the people around us. The bottom line is sustainability.
Our employees are the biggest asset of MDM Dreyer.

Certifications and audits
At MDM, we are proud to have relationships with our partners that span several decades.
This is only possible through regular visits on site. These long-term relationships have built
a joint confidence, which benefits our customers. Regular production audits (even unannounced) are part of the sustainability and quality control activities at MDM. The aim of
these audits (together with specialists) is to allow our suppliers to develop their production
facilities to the latest standards, raise awareness as well as achieve certification that is requested by our customers. The majority of our suppliers have the following certification:

•
•
•
•

Certified according to GFSI-Standard (ISO, BRC,…)
Fairtrade-certification (UTZ, Fairtrade, Max Havelaar, )
Organic certification (Bio Suisse, Ecocert, NOP/USDA,…)
Kosher, Halal

MDM Dreyer, through Max Dreyer, is member of the INC (International Nut Council) since
its establishment in 1983. Furthermore, we are certified Bio Suisse Knospe.
To stay up to date with the current standards Mirjam Oesterle-Dreyer continuously attends
courses, as well as maintains contacts to the leading specialists in the field of microbiology.
This knowledge is transmitted to all the employees, partners and suppliers through regular
meetings and reviews.

Traceability
It would be unreliable of MDM Dreyer if we would not be able to guarantee traceability of
the good that we trade. We do however differentiate between up and down stream traceability. In general, we follow an upstream traceability, meaning from the consumer to the
supplier. To guarantee this we follow the GS1 methodology.
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Sustainability
Everyone uses the word “SUSTAINABILITY”, however what does it mean in these
modern times? Sustainability is a process of change that guarantees that the
exploitation of resources, the investments made and the development and innovations are all in harmony with the current and future potential to meet human needs and aspirations. To guarantee sustainability there are three pillars
that need to be considered, these are Social, Environment and Economic.

From the very beginning, Max Dreyer has always worked with suppliers and
farmers in a way to guarantee sustainability. He always drove farmers to plant
young trees to guarantee supply; he was a pioneer in the import of dried fruits
and nuts in Switzerland and was one of the first to be able to supply Bio Suisse
organic ingredients. Furthermore, he was one initiated the transport of the
products using railways rather than truck. At MDM today we take sustainability
very serious and understand the importance thereof for the next generations.
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Nutritional Innovation
MDM Dreyer is constantly looking at the new food trends and directions. Together with nutritionists and doctors, we analyze and evaluate opportunities to
address the growing health concerns around the world. An example of such a
project is the creation of a Pecan Nut Oil that is pressed using a traditional
method at low temperatures. This oil has health benefits that are not to be underestimated and it has been analyzed at the leading laboratories as well as
medical doctors. It can be used cold and hot and one of the main benefits is that
it reduces cholesterol levels.

Market information and Newsletters
Three to five times a year MDM Dreyer sends the registered customers a newsletter. These contain information about new products, applications of these
products as well as any important information for our customers. We also provide on customer request market and crop information and projections on a
weekly, or even daily, basis. If you would like to register for the newsletter,
please send us your contact details to info@mdmdreyer.ch
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MDM Dreyer: Our Products
Red walnuts from Ybbs? Pilinuts from the Philippines? Even the
most extraordinary wishes can be addressed. Mirjam OesterleDreyer will undertake everything she can to fulfill the customer expectations.
Our Products
Nuts, dried fruits and vegetables are our main segments. Furthermore we
can also provide candied and stabilized fruits and vegetables, superfoods,
seeds, Montelimar Nougat, caramels brittles, bakery products, waffles,
confectionary decorations, azymes and algae.
We can also supply:
Honey, Cornfalkes, Dextromaltose, corn, puffed rice, spreads, fats and
oils.
At MDM Dreyer, the customer is king and therefore our product portfolio
is continuously growing. We will make every effort to find the product
that the customer has specified.
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Hazelnuts
Origins
Italy (Piedmont, Rome, Naples); Turkey; Spain, Chile, USA
Types
Tonda gentile delle Langhe, Piemonte IGP, Round Roman; Mortarelle; Long Naples, Giffoni; Akçakoca, Ordu, Giresun,… and Organic.
Variations
Raw
Roasted
Meal, Paste
Specialties

Various sizes and granulations
Various sizes and granulations
according to specific customer requirements
refined products: caramelized, gummed, chocolate covered, sterilized,…
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Almonds
Origins
Spain, Italy, USA, South America, Australia
Types
Marcona, Valencia, Largueta, Tarragona, Tuono, Nonpareil, California, Mission, Carmel,... and organic.
Variations
Raw whole kernels
Whole, Half, Slivers, Sliced,
Granulates, Meal
Paste, Creams
Specialties

Natural or blanched
raw or roasted
roasted
refined products: caramelized,
gummed, chocolate covered, sterilized, pastes,…
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Pistachios
Origins
Italy (Sicily), Turkey (Antep), Iran, Greece and USA.
Types
Extra green Bronte-Pistachios, Antep-Pistachios and organic.
Variations
Raw
green.
Granulate
Broken
Specialties

with violet skin or blanched, extra green to light
raw or roasted, different sizes and granulation
various qualities
refined products, caramelized, gummed, chocolate
covered, sterilized,…
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Pine Kernels
Origins
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Turkey, China and Russia
Types
Pine Nuts, Cedar nuts and organic
Variations
Raw
Broken
Specialties

Various calibres
Various qualities
Refined products,…
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Walnuts
Origins
France (Périgord, Grenoble), Italy, Romania, Moldavia, Ukraine, USA,
South America, India.
Types
Chaberte, Franquette, Marbot, Grandjean, Corne, Mayette, Parisienne,
Chandler, Hartley,… und biologische Ware.
Variations
Raw/Natural
Half kernels
Extra halves
Invalide/Broken
Granulate/Meal
Paste
Specialties

All types and qualities
Sorted and sterilized.

Refined products, caramelized, sterilized
and
others.
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Pecan nuts
Origins
USA, South America, South Africa, Australia
Types
Stewart, Major, Giles,… and organic.
Variations
Whole
Halves
Broken
Meal
Oil
Specialties

Raw in various qualities and sizes.

Refined products,…
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Cashews
Origins
South America, Africa, Asia
Types
Conventional and organic
Variations
Whole and broken in different sizes.
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Macadamias
Origins
Australia, South Africa, Kenia, Hawaii, Brazil
Variations
Raw and roasted in different sizes (styles), granulated of various
sizes.
Refined products

Caramelized granulate, chocolate covered
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Brazil nut
Origins
South America
Variations
Different sizes
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Peanuts
Origins
Israel, Egypt, USA, South America
Variations
Different sizes, broken, granulate paste.
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Dried fruits &
Vegetables
Origins
From around the world
Types
Acaï, Cherries, Pineapple, Apple, Apricot, Avocado, Banana, Pear,
Blueberry, Blackberry, Cacao, Chicoree, Chilli, Cranberries,
DatesDurian, Strawberry, Exotic Mix, Giger, Figs, Carrots, Grapefruit, Chestnut, Kiwi, Coconut, Mango, Melon, Olive, Peaches, Peperoni, Asparagus, Raisins, Lemons, Limes, Plums, Papaya,…
Variations
According to customer requirements
• Freeze Dried
• Drum Dried
• Air Dried
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•

Dried Apples
Origins
Italy
Types
Morgenduft
Variations
With or without sodium sulfites, conventional or organic, in every
cut and size imaginable. This can also be done with or without skin;
also customer specific cuts and dices are possible. Applications for
Apple Crumble, apple cake, strudel.
Depending on the humidity of the dried apples, 1kg of dried apples
is approximately 10 kg of fresh apples.
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Fruit and Vegetable powders and
crispies
Origins
Various origins, whenever possible as close to Switzerland as possible
Types
Various
Variations
Drum dried products from powders to crispies. Conventional and
organic, with or without structure and carrier.
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Dried fruit pieces
Origins
Various
Types
Amarena cherries, Pineapples, Apricot, Pear, Cranberries, Yellow
Fruits, Raspberry, Ginger, Cherries, Coconut Orange, Papaya, Plums,
Rhubarb, Red Fruits, Sour Cherries, Lemon,…
Variations
Different drying processes available
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Candied, stabilized
Products, Sauces,
Fillings, Toppings
Origin
Italy
Products
The choice is as big as Italy’s ice cream or pizza world!
Possibilities and use of products
Imagine the traditional Italian Panettone, and imagine the different
variations. These include fillings of chocolate or caramel, adding
candied fruits just to imagine the numerous opportunities with
these products.
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Superfood
Origins
Various
Products
Acai, acerola, algae, amaranth, baobab, bee pollen, cacao nibs,
camu camu, chia, cranberries, goji berries, hemp seeds, lucuma
powder, maca powder, mulberries, quinoa,…
Processes of drying
Various
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Seeds
Origins
Various
Varieties
Spelt, pumpkin, sesame, sunflower, soya, amaranth, buckwheat,...
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MontélimarNougat
Origin
France
Products
Nougat, Nougat granules in different sizes, Nougat paste, various
nut brittles and –refined products.
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Caramels, Toffees,
Brittles and caramelized or sugar
coated Products
Origins
France, Italy
Products
Whole coated nut kernels, granules with different sizes, paste,
pieces diff. sizes, broken, dices,…
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Customized
Bakeries
Origin
Italy
Varieties
• Amaretti
• Macaroons
• Biscuits
• Cookies
• Cereals
• Extruded and soft cubes
• Meringues
• Brownies
• Coated products
• Sponge cakes „Bigné“
• Granules, dices and specialties of all kind
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Wafers
Origin
Germany
Products
Big assortment of hollow and flat wafers in different colors, sizes
and thicknesses.
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Decorations/
Oblate
Origin
France
Use
Decorations for bakery, pastries, ice cream, pizzas and much more
of marzipan, chocolate, sugar and azyme. .
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Algae
Origin
Germany
Varieties
Green, blue, red and brown algae
Products/processes
Spray-dried
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